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Service overview
Migrating your unified communications 
environment to a subscription-based 
licensing and cloud-based services model 
can deliver great benefits in terms of cost-
effectiveness, performance, and providing 
a solid foundation for your digital 
transformation strategy. However, the 
migration process itself is not a simple 
one. Once you’ve planned the transition, 
you need to keep your legacy estate 
operational while integrating existing 
applications with future-state technology. 
Having achieved that, you then need to 
focus on the ongoing administration of 
the environment to ensure it delivers 
a quality of service that keeps users 
happy and enables collaboration and 
productivity. You also have to keep up 
with the latest releases to ensure your 
organization is using new technology 
effectively – all of which requires the time 
and effort of IT resources that are in high 
demand.

We help you get the most out of your 
existing resources – people, processes, 
and technology infrastructure – to 

ensure your unified communications 
environment can deliver what your 
organization needs. Cloud Services for 
Cisco (CSfC) is a portfolio of unified 
communication-as-a-service (UCaaS) 
services from NTT, designed to help your 
organization use its existing resources 
and applications to maximum benefit. 
We help you plan for and migrate to 
subscription-based Cisco licensing and 
Spark services, wherever you are in the 
transition from an on-premises to an as-
as-service model. 

We take care of the day-to-day 
management of all the core applications 
for meetings, calls, and messaging in your 

Cloud Services for Cisco is a portfolio of services based on 
Cisco’s Hosted Collaboration Solution. It spans your entire unified 
communications ecosystem and supports any combination of 
Cisco unified communications services and licensing models.

We have deployed over 19 million Cisco 
unified communications and collaboration 
seats, across the globe, and have an extensive 
track record in collaboration and productivity 
solutions.
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Cloud Services for Cisco
Maximize the value of your unified communications investment

Cisco collaboration environment. This 
allows your internal resources to focus 
on business outcomes, driving digital 
transformation, and innovation, in a cost-
effective way. Our technology, processes, 
and platforms ensure access to fast, 
reliable, and responsive applications. 
We also help you drive adoption of these 
applications throughout the business, 
maximizing your return on investment.
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Key service features 

Application support Cloud Services for Cisco supports the following mandatory and optional applications:

Mandatory:

• Cisco Unified Communications Manager, for voice and video call control
Optional:

• Cisco Unity Connection
• Cisco Unified Presence Service and Jabber
• Hosted Expressway Core and Edge
• Attendant Console 
• Gateway/Session Border Controller (SBC) 
• Cisco Emergency Responder 
• Call Recording and Compliance Session 
• Session Management Edition (Cisco SME)

Standard features The following features are standard with Cloud Services for Cisco, and apply to all features delivered through the 
service, as well as to on-premises gateways and session border controls (SBCs) that are integrated with the call 
control service:

• Migration: We help you transition to the digital workplace smoothly and cost-effectively. We will assist in the 
planning, design and onboarding of the service, and the migration from your legacy environment(s).

• Availability management: Our default availability SLA for the UCaaS services delivered by our cloud-hosted 
Cisco UC applications is 99.95%. We also offer the option of geo-redundancy and an availability of 99.99%.

• Capacity management: We receive early alerts to potential capacity issues that could affect UC services, which 
enables us to address resourcing requirements and ensure a high level of sustained system performance.

• Release management: We keep track of the latest Cisco collaboration tools available. We then consult with you 
to implement appropriate change management plans for any upgrades.

• User/device provisioning: We automate routine tasks like MACDs, based on Active Directory integration.

Integration Cloud Services for Cisco is designed to be flexible, so it can be integrated with your broader collaboration 
ecosystem. We can provide the following optional integrations, to suit your needs: 

• Spark Hybrid integration. 
• Integration between your service desk and ours, giving you a complete view of incidents across your UCaaS 

environment.
• Integration with your on-premises contact center or third-party contact center-as-a-service solution.
• Call accounting services. 
• Security and compliance services (e.g., with Symantec and Actiance).

Why NTT? 

In-depth expertise

We have a deep understanding of, and experience in, networking, security, data center and collaboration. This lets us offer 
valuable guidance on your UCaaS deployment. We’re able to support your entire ecosystem, from unified communications 
and collaboration to contact center, security and network managed services. 

Business outcome Solution/services benefit

Smooth transition to UCaaS By incorporating your existing environment you are able to move to a UCaaS environment 
at your own pace.

Fast, reliable, and responsive applications 
that enable collaboration and productivity

With access to the latest collaboration technologies from Cisco on a consumption-based 
model your employees are able work together wherever and whenever they are.

Visibility and control over environment and 
costs

The as-a-Service model ensures that you have complete control over your environment 
and are able to budget more accurately.

Better use of internal resources; less reliance 
on skilled resources for routine tasks

With the day-to-day operations of your collaboration environment taken care of, your IT 
team can focus on driving greater business value.

Business outcomes


